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Individual antenna-coupled IR bolometers have recently been demonstrated at wavelengths near 10 mm.
If focal-plane arrays ~FPA’s! of antenna-coupled detectors can be fabricated, enhancement of IR-imager
performance is possible. A first step in the design process is to analyze the image-quality potential of
antenna-coupled, FPA-based imagers in terms of the modulation transfer function ~MTF!. The key step
in our analysis is development of a cross-talk MTF that accounts for the electromagnetic coupling
between adjacent antennas in the FPA. We find that electromagnetic cross talk will not be a significant
image-quality factor in antenna-coupled IR FPA’s. © 1996 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

Planar lithographic antennas have found wide appli-
cation in the far-IR and millimeter-wave portions of
the spectrum.1 A recent demonstration2 of this ap-
proach at thermal-IR wavelengths showed that a Au-
on-Si spiral antenna facilitated efficient coupling of
radiation to a subwavelength-sized bolometer at a
wavelength of 9.5 mm. Potential advantages of
antenna-coupled detectors in IR focal-plane-array ~IR
FPA! systems include faster response speed, in-
creased sensitivity, increased directivity, simulta-
neous multiwaveband operation, and electronically
tunable spectral and polarization responses.
Antenna-coupling techniques are applicable to both
bolometers2 and photon detectors.3 Given the po-
tential advantages, it is of interest to examine the
effect of an antenna-coupled FPA on the image qual-
ity obtained by an IR-imager system. Note that the
focal-plane configuration being considered is an array
of independent antenna-coupled detectors rather
than a phased-array antenna. The detection pro-
cess does not depend on phase coherence between
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signals on adjacent pixels because each antenna feeds
its own individual power detector.

2. Definition of Imager-System PSF’s

We analyze imager-system performance by means of
point-spread functions ~PSF’s! and their Fourier
transforms, the modulation transfer functions
~MTF’s!. Sampling PSF’s, diffraction-limited optics
PSF’s, and pixel PSF’s are the PSF components4 that
apply to all sampled-image systems. Their convolu-
tion provides a baseline system PSF for image-
quality comparison. We ignore in this analysis
other causes of image-quality degradation ~e.g., opti-
cal aberrations and thermal cross talk5! in an FPA
imager system, because their magnitudes can be con-
trolled to some extent by details of the system engi-
neering.
To assess the image-quality effect of electromag-

netic cross talk across a range of potential application
platforms, we compare the overall MTF of antenna-
coupled and non-antenna-coupled–imager systems,
assuming two typical sets of values for sampling and
optics PSF’s.
A scene imaged onto a sampling array has a ran-

dom position with respect to the sampling-lattice
sites. This yields4 ~on average! a sampling PSF that
is a rectangle function with a full width equal to the
sampling interval. We define the standard system
to have a sampling interval of 5l, where l is the
wavelength of the incident radiation. This yields
sampling intervals of 50 mm for operation around 10
mm and 25 mm for operation around 5 mm, typical of
actual IR-imager systems. The enhanced system is



assumed to employ a factor-of-2 spatial oversam-
pling6 and thus achieves a sampling interval of 2.5l,
one-half of the actual detector-array spacing.
The standard system is defined to have a circular-

aperture, diffraction-limited fy2 optical system.
This yields a Bessel-function optics PSFwith an 86%-
encircled-energy spot diameter of approximately 5l.
The enhanced system operates at fy1 and yields a
diffraction-limited spot size of approximately 2.5l.

3. Calculation of Pixel PSF for an Antenna-Coupled
Detector

The pixel PSF will be different for antenna-coupled
detectors and non-antenna-coupled detectors. For
non-antenna-coupled detectors, the pixel PSF is just
the spatial responsivity of the detector element it-
self.7 We take the dimension of the non-antenna-
coupled detectors to be a rectangle function of full
width 4.5l, which, considering the focal-plane sam-
pling interval of 5l, gives a fill factor of 81%, again
typical of IR-imager systems.
The pixel PSF for an antenna-coupled detector con-

sists of two components convolved together: the
spatial responsivity of the antenna and the electro-
magnetic cross talk between adjacent antennas ~a
function of in-plane separation distance and direc-
tion!. We perform our calculations for a planar Au-
on-Si spiral antenna, for which measured
performance data2 and an analytical model for the
antenna pattern8 have been published.

A. Spatial-Responsivity PSF

In the case of radiation from a lithographic spiral
antenna, propagating current waves on opposite
arms of the antenna have identical directions and
phases ~assuming that the arms are driven an-
tiphase! at a locus of points defined by a circle9–11
with a circumference equal to the free-space illumi-
nation wavelength, so that 2pr 5 l. This spatial-
resonance behavior determines the ~free-space!width
of the antenna pattern, because the radiation from
current waves at other locations on the antenna arms
interfere destructively and thus do not contribute to
the radiation pattern.
When used for reception, an identical antenna pat-

tern is obtained ~by reciprocity!, and the radiation
falling in the one-wavelength-circumference circular
region will produce the majority of the detector re-
sponse. We thus take the spatial-responsivity por-
tion of the pixel PSF as a ringlike delta function12 of
lyp diameter. This delta-function representation is
an idealization, but the main feature of the spatial
responsivity, from an image-quality point of view, is
the diameter of the ring. The fact that the spatial-
responsivity PSF is actually a finite-width annulus
will not appreciably change the pixel PSF once the
spatial-responsivity PSF is convolved with the cross-
talk PSF. We also assume that the majority of the
signal appearing on the bolometer is collected from
the antenna and is not caused by radiation falling on
the bolometer itself. Given the small coupling effi-
ciency of a subwavelength-sized detector, this as-
sumption should be satisfied in practice.

B. Electromagnetic-Cross-Talk PSF

The other component of the pixel PSF for an antenna-
coupled detector is the electromagnetic cross talk,
which is found by calculating the mutual imped-
ance.13 Conceptually, two antennas are located a
distance s apart, and only the first antenna receives
electromagnetic radiation. This radiation induces
oscillating electric currents in the first. Without di-
rectly receiving the incoming radiation, the second
antenna is excited by radiated electric fields produced
by the currents in the first antenna. The strength of
the signal received at the second antenna is propor-
tional to the mutual impedance. Because the elec-
tric field of the first antenna falls off with distance,
the mutual impedance tends to decrease with in-
creasing separation.
We calculate the mutual impedance Z12, using a

method14,15 based on the plane-wave spectrum of the
far-field power radiation pattern of the antenna.
This method is particularly convenient, because, al-
though mutual impedance is a near-field phenome-
non, the method in Refs. 14 and 15 requires only the
far-field power radiation pattern to be known.
Using Eq. ~73! of Ref. 15, we can write Z12~syl!, the

mutual impedance as a function of a normalized sep-
aration, as

Z12~syl! 5 Z0 *
0

2p

*
2j`

1

exp@2j2p~syl!cos u#

3 P~cos u, w!dwd~cos u!, (1)

where P is the far-field power pattern of the antenna
expressed as a function of cos u and w. The coordi-
nates for Eq. ~1! are consistent with Fig. 1 so that the
in-plane separation s is in the y direction, angle w is
a rotation around the y axis, and angle u is a rotation
around the x axis.
Because lithographic antennas are illuminated

from the dielectric side, we use the antenna pattern
for a short dipole at a dielectric interface16 for P~u, w!
in Eq. ~1!. We recently obtained good agreement8

Fig. 1. Power radiation pattern of the dipole antenna as a func-
tion of u and w.
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between this model and the measured data of Ref. 2
for spiral antennas at 9.5 mm. The power-radiation
pattern17 is a separable function of the orthogonal
coordinates u and w, so that the product of the power
patterns, Pu and Pw, inside the dielectric yields the
radiation intensity ~W sr21! at any compound angle:

Pu~u! 5Pu~0!U n cos@sin21~n sin u!#cos u

n cos@sin21~n sin u!# 1 cos u
U2, (2)

Pw~w! 5Pw~0!H n cos w

ucos@sin21~n sin w!# 1 n cos wuJ
2

. (3)

We take the refractive index n of the dielectric as that
of Si, equal to 3.4, and plot the product of Pu and Pw

in Fig. 1. As required by Eq. ~1!, we express Eq. ~2!
in terms of cos u 5 t as

Pt~t! 5 Pt~1!U n cos$sin21@n~1 2 t2!1y2#%t
n cos$sin21@n~1 2 t2!1y2# 1 tU

2

(4)

and substitute Eqs. ~3! and ~4! into Eq. ~1! to obtain

Z12~syl! 5Z0 *
0

2p

P~w!dwH*
2j`

0

exp@2j2p~syl!t#

3 Pt~t!dt 1 *
0

1

exp@2j2p~syl!t#Pt~t!dtJ . (5)

The decrease of Z12 with separation s is the impor-
tant quantity for our calculations rather than its ab-
solute magnitude. We define Z12 only for s $ ly2p,
that is, for separations greater than the radius of the
responsive zone of the antenna. The next step in the
calculation of the pixel PSF is the convolution of this
mutual-impedance function with the ringlike delta
function. The resulting pixel PSF is normalized to
one at zero shift, so that the value of the normaliza-
tion constant Z0 used in Ref. 15 and Eq. ~5! does not
affect the results.
We numerically evaluate Eq. ~5! as a function of the

separation s along the y direction. This separation
direction yields the minimum-cross-talk case. If the
antenna pattern is rotated in-plane by 90 deg to ex-
change the variables u and w in Eqs. ~2! and ~3!, the
mutual-impedance magnitude function is found to be
virtually identical. However, it is intuitive fromFig.
1 that the mutual impedance decreases more slowly
with s in a direction corresponding to the maxima of
the pattern. The dipole used to model the spiral has
an in-plane rotation angle16 that depends on both the
illumination wavelength and the geometric layout of
the antenna. We thus plot in Fig. 2 the antenna
pattern from Fig. 1 along three different cuts: u 5 0,
w 5 0, and the diagonal cut corresponding to its max-
imum radial extent. To estimate the worst-case
cross-talk performance for lithographic IR antennas,
we empirically construct an angularly symmetric en-
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velope function Pe~u!,

Pe~u! 5 15~cos 2u!1y2 1 (
m50

10 2.4
1.2m

3 SHcosF6Su 2
p

3 1 mDGJ1y2

1 HcosF6Su 1
p

3 1 mDGJ1y2D , (6)

that encloses all three cuts, shown as the solid curve
in Fig. 2. We use Eq. ~6! in place of Eqs. ~2! and ~3!
in the calculation of a worst-case Z12~syl!.

C. Convolution of Pixel-PSF Components

Once the best-case andworst-casemutual-impedance
functions are calculated, they are convolved with the
ringlike delta function of diameter lyp. In both
cases, Z12~syl! was assumed to be circularly symmet-
ric so that the two-dimensional convolution can be
performed as a single integral.18 When normalized
to one at zero shift, these convolutions become the
best-case and worst-case pixel PSF’s for the antenna-
coupled detector. They are shown in Fig. 3 along
with the pixel PSF corresponding to the non-antenna-
coupled detector. We show the corresponding pixel
MTF’s in Fig. 4 where the narrow core of the antenna-
coupled pixel PSF substantially increased the pixel
MTF at high frequencies compared with the non-

Fig. 2. Power radiation pattern of the dipole antenna along three
cuts: u 5 0, w 5 0, and a diagonal cut corresponding to the
pattern’s maximum radial extent. Also shown is the envelope
function Pe~u!.

Fig. 3. Pixel PSF for a classical detector of full width 4.5l along
with best- and worst-case pixel PSF’s for antenna-coupled detec-
tors.



antenna-coupled case. The effect of the extended in-
teraction length, particularly in the worst case, is
seen as a decreased pixel MTF at spatial frequencies
lower than 0.1yl.
In the design of an antenna-coupled IR FPA, the

in-plane rotation angle of the antennas should be
adjusted with respect to the sampling lattice of the
FPA to produce the condition that the closest neigh-
boring pixels are in the directions with lowest cross
talk and the ~farther! diagonal neighbors are in a
higher-cross-talk direction.

4. Comparison of Imager-System MTF Results

Whether the pixel MTF differences seen in Fig. 4 are
important in a given imaging system depends on the
other subsystem components, corresponding to a
samplingMTF and an optics MTF. We compare two
typical IR-imager-system configurations. A stan-
dard system with diffraction-limited fy2 optics and a
5-l sampling interval will have an optics-MTF cutoff
frequency at 0.5yl and a sampling-MTF first-zero
frequency at 0.2yl. An enhanced system with
diffraction-limited fy1 optics and a 2.5-l sampling
interval will have an optics-MTF cutoff frequency at
1yl and a sampling-MTF first-zero frequency at
0.4yl. When combined with the pixel MTF’s of Fig.
4, we obtain the systemMTF’s shown in Fig. 5 for the
standard system and in Fig. 6 for the enhanced sys-
tem.
Referring to Fig. 5, we find that for the standard

system, all configurations exhibit the 0.2yl cutoff
from sampling. The classical-detector case and the
best antenna-coupled-detector case are virtually the
same over the spatial-frequency range from 0 to
0.2yl. The worst antenna-coupled case has a max-
imum MTF penalty of 10% at midband compared
with the classical-detector case.
In Fig. 6 for the enhanced system, the classical-

detector case has a zero at 0.22yl corresponding to
the pixel dimension of 4.5 l. The increase in the
sampling MTF zero to 0.4yl allows the better high-
frequency MTF of the antenna-coupled detectors to
raise the MTF above that of the classical-detector

Fig. 4. Pixel MTF for a classical detector of full width 4.5l along
with best- and worst-case pixel MTF’s for antenna-coupled detec-
tors.
case. Around the classical-detector cutoff frequency,
MTF gains of as much as 25% are possible in the best
case, and MTF gains of as much as 15% are possible
in the worst case. Themaximumworst-case penalty
is 15%, and the crossover frequency at which the
MTF of the antenna-coupled system is better than
the classical system is around 0.08yl for the best case
and 0.14yl for the worst case.

5. Conclusions

Our results for both spatial responsivity and cross
talk should be generally representative of the rela-
tively low-gain lithographic-antenna designs cur-
rently under investigation for IR FPA applications.
Although the spatial responsivity of an antenna de-
pends on the particular antenna design ~e.g., spiral,
log-periodic, or bowtie!, all lithographic antennas de-
pend on similar spatial-resonance requirements be-
tween the wavelength and the antenna structure.
Another similarity in the lithographic antennas is

Fig. 5. SystemMTF’s for a standard ~ fy2 optics and sample spac-
ing of 5l! system. Included in these system MTF’s are the pixel
MTF’s seen in Fig. 4 for a classical detector of full width 4.5l along
with best- and worst-case pixel MTF’s for antenna-coupled detec-
tors.

Fig. 6. System MTF’s for an enhanced ~ fy1 optics and sample
spacing of 2.5l! system. Included in these system MTF’s are the
pixel MTF’s seen in Fig. 4 for a classical detector of full width 4.5l
along with best- and worst-case pixel MTF’s for antenna-coupled
detectors.
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that they are illuminated through their dielectric
substrate. The refractive index of the dielectric will
bound the angular width of the antenna pattern by
means of Snell’s law. Because the electromagnetic
cross talk depends on the strength of the antenna
pattern in any particular direction, most IR
lithographic-antenna designs should have similar
cross-talk characteristics. To make our cross-talk
analysis more broadly applicable, we defined an an-
gularly symmetric envelope function that completely
encloses the antenna pattern used to model the spi-
ral, and this envelope pattern was the basis for a
worst-case analysis. If higher-gain antenna designs
are used, the antenna patterns will be narrower and
the cross talk consequently smaller.
Antenna-to-antenna cross talk causes a modest

MTF decrease at low spatial frequencies, whereas the
narrow spatial-responsivity PSF causes modest MTF
gains at higher spatial frequencies. Systems that
employ spatial oversampling and low-fynumber op-
tics are best able to capitalize on this high-frequency
MTF enhancement. Overall we find that electro-
magnetic cross talk will not be a significant image-
quality factor in antenna-coupled IR FPA’s.
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